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We got to watch
the Disney Jungle
Book film to learn
about the characters and describe
them!

We have written
stories set in the
Jungle and have
used the classic
story of Jungle
Book to help us!

I really enjoyed
the school trip
because we got
to taste different
foods.

We have enjoyed
reading Flotsam—a
book about a
magical camera
without any words!

Whilst on the
trip, we went to
a Touch and
Taste workshop.
I really enjoyed
the sausages!

During this term we
have been doing
some gardening.
We have cleared
the weeds and
planted seeds!

We saw a Birds of
Prey show at the
Living Land trip.
Did you know that
owls only see in
black and white?

During Outdoor
Classroom day we
searched for twigs
around the school
grounds and then
created Roman
numerals.
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Predators
This term we have spent the 6 weeks learning all about the rainforests around the world. We have
paid a particular interest to the climates in those rainforests and have explored which animals live
there. The classes have learnt the four different layers of the rainforests and I’m sure if you ask
them , they will show you some actions too. Year 3 enjoyed a busy and enjoyable day at Living Land
this term, which helped discover new love for different fruits and vegetables grown around Kent,
alongside an opportunity to touch lots of animals and taste many different farm made foods.
What a fantastic term 5!

Farmer’s wife visit
Gardening

Here are our highlights from term 5
Hoo Peninsula history workshop
Parent’s evening

Outdoor Learning Day!

Living Land trip

Monkey Maths
We have continued to focus on improving our scores in
Monkey maths this term in school. To make our scores
better we need to focus on rapid recall of the times tables
and division facts.

KS2 disco

Things to do in Medway over half
term.
Kent Life Sheepstakes event (Sat 27th
May - Sun 4th June )

Jousting at Leeds Castle (Sat 27th May -

We are still enjoying the challenge of beating the
Spider Monkey test (x2, x5, x10) and completing the test
100% accurately in 3 minutes 10 seconds.
Any help at home towards this will help us move to Capuchin Monkey (x3 x
4). Some year 3 pupils are rapidly improving their scores and should be
proud of their dedication.

Historic Dockyard Pirates event (Sat 27th May
17 - Sun 4th June)

Well done to Alex, Thomas, Charlie, Sofia, Harry, Ugne, Savannah,
Connor, Paige and Hope who have beat the Spider Monkey this term!

Have Fun!

Mon 29th May)

Millbrooke Garden Centre Gravesend– Minibeast week (Mon 29th May - Fri 2nd June )

Also to David for beating the Chimpanzee and Orangutan Monkey this

term!

Term 6
Flow
Next term, we will continue
our Predators and
Rainforests topic as we still
have lots of exciting things to
learn. We will then move on
to explore our new topic
called Flow. Children will
have the opportunity to learn about rivers in their topic work, alongside learning about plants in Science.

This school year seems to have flown by!
Now as we enter term 6 of the year 3
team, expect a final push from all children
in attendance and effort in lessons.
The term will have lots of exciting things
happening as we lead up to the summer,
however pupils need to remember that
high behaviour expectations remain.

PE
PE will be on Tuesdays, Wednesday’s or
Thursdays. However, please ensure that your
child has a full kit in school everyday for indoor
and outdoor PE next term.

